Pericentric inversion of chromosome 9: prevalence in 300 Down syndrome families and molecular studies of nondisjunction.
The incidence of Down syndrome (DS) families where one of the parents is an heterozygous carrier of pericentric inversion of the heterochromatic region of chromosome 9-inv(9) (qh) - was determined in 3 independent groups of 100 families each. The total number of 17 such families found in the sample is significantly greater than the expected number of 5.73 for a sample of non-DS families of equal size. Consequently, the statistical association of the presence of inv (9) (qh) in one parent with the birth of a DS offspring, and the correlative 3-fold increased risk of a DS child for such families, seem to be demonstrated. A study of the origin of nondisjunction, using restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) segregation analysis with a sufficient number of chromosome 21 specific probes, has provided complete information in 7 of 8 available families. Although the statistical interpretation of the results is not straightforward, due to the small size of the sample, the observed data do not contradict the assumption that the presence of inv (9) (qh) in a parent increases, by a factor of about 3, the chance that the offspring will inherit an extra chromosome 21 from that parent. Nevertheless, gathering further data appears desirable because stronger evidence would have relevance both for clinical implications and for the understanding of the function of heterochromatin, particularly with respect to meiotic and mitotic processes.